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Conﬂuera CxDR

Protecting Windows Workloads with Conﬂuera
Agentless Threat Storyboarding
Conﬂuera Cloud eXtended Detection and Response (CxDR) solution provides real-time attack visibility
across organizations’ every workload from on-premise to the cloud and hybrid deployments.
Conﬂuera meets the organization’s unique requirements supporting a wide range of platforms and
deployments including agent-based as well as agentless model for Windows environments.
Challenge
Conﬂuera CxDR oﬀers industry leading cyberttack protection for Windows servers using the Conﬂuera
Trailblazer agent, that provides comprehensive observability, threat storyboarding and response capabilities.
Some organizations, however, do not have well-deﬁned processes for agent rollout and ongoing maintenance.
For such organizations, a solution that strikes the right balance of security coverage while oﬀering simple
operational deployment and upkeep are highly desirable.
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Solution
Conﬂuera provides customers a ﬂexible deployment option to protect their Windows environment with both
agent-based and agentless model. The agentless model is made possible through Conﬂuera’s native
integration with Windows Event Forwarding (WEF). Conﬂuera CxDR ingests WEF log events using a
conﬁgured WEC (Windows Event Collector), analyzes these events via the patented Continuous Attack Graph
engine for real time threat detection, investigation and response recommendations. Organizations have the
ﬂexibility to leverage agentless models in one part of their network while leveraging agent-based
deployments in others for a seamless and comprehensive security coverage.
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2. Autonomous
Investigation
The threat storyboard
enables the analyst to
easily view the sequence
of activities (prior and
post) related to the threat
detection associated with
the alert without any
additional manual steps
such as correlation.
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Conﬂuera CxDR provides
visibility into all lateral
movements in the
environment irrespective of
temporal distance and
overlays signals from both
cloud and security sensors
to provide a single pane of
glass to the secure your
infrastructure.

3. Signal Integration
To spot an attack, security teams must have a wide-angle view of the infrastructure. Conﬂuera’s CxDR engine
integrates detections and telemetry from threat intelligence feeds and other security tools into its threat
storyboards, enabling high conﬁdence threat detection and speeds up investigations.

4. Response
Conﬂuera provides surgical response actions for both runtime as well as a remediation workﬂow where the
user is directed to the ShiftLeft solution to ﬁx the vulnerabilities in the build & deploy stages

Beneﬁt of Conﬂuera Agentless Threat Storyboarding
Conﬂuera provides a comprehensive security coverage that oﬀers real-time detection of cyberattacks targeting
organization’s workloads. The ﬂexible deployment models oﬀered by Conﬂuera’s CxDR enable organizations to
rapidly deploy and simplify ongoing maintenance without sacriﬁcing comprehensive security coverage.

About Conﬂuera
Conﬂuera is the leading provider of next-generation Cloud eXtended Detection and Response (CxDR) solutions.
Recognized by Forbes as one of the Top 20 Cybersecurity Startups to Watch in 2021, Conﬂuera’s storyboard
technology automates cyber-attack analysis making small and large security teams more eﬃcient. The solution
has unprecedented visibility of attacks in the cloud and modern application architectures, reveals threats in realtime, and will shut down advanced multistage attacks. To learn more about Conﬂuera’s award-winning solution,
visit www.conﬂuera.com.
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To schedule Conﬂuera CxDR demo

conﬂuera.com/demo
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